
Cliff Goulding Associates trading as AC Goulding 

ABN:  57 007 347 515

65 Grange Rd Cheltenham 3192     Ph: (03) 9585 7577  

Email:  service@acgoulding.com.au  
SAFE WORK METHOD STATEMENT

SWMS 199E

Authorised by:

Date:

Activity                          
Break the job into steps  what 

are you doing?

Hazards                                       
What can Harm you or others                                                list 

Hazards individually, do not group

Risk Ranking      
before controls are 

implemented H,M, or L

Controls                                                                                                                                            What are 

you going to do to carry out the work safely?                                                     (Apply the risk Hierarchy of 

control)

Risk 

Ranking    
After controls are 

implemented             H, 

M or L

Person 

Responsible     
for implementation of the 

controls

Induction H MUST register your arrival on site.

Ensure you are made aware of the Fire Evacuation 

procedures.

Ensure you are made aware of the First Aid provisions.

You are made aware of the amenities available to you.

MUST advise authorities/client where you will be 

working.

Check with authorities/client to ensure no other works 

are happening in your work area that could cause any 

hazards.

Ensure you are made aware of the First Aid provisions.

You are made aware of the amenities available to you.

MUST advise authorities/client where you will be 

working.

Check with authorities/client to ensure no other works 

are happening in your work area that could cause any 

hazards.

Computer Programming

L WorkerFalls, crushing, explosions, slips 

and trips
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Take 5 review 

working area for 

hazards

Tripping hazards, Other services 

in the area

H Check around your work area for any hazards that may 

trip you up or slip over.

L Worker

Muscle sprains & strains, -Injuries 

to muscles, ligaments, 

intervertebral discs other 

structures in the back 

H Plan breaks by changing task frequently whereby 

different muscles groups are used i.e.

L Worker

-injuries to soft tissues such as 

nerves, ligaments and tendons in 

the wrists, arms, shoulders, neck 

or legs

Program typing for 30 minutes, stand and move around 

for 5 minutes then back to typing & so on.

-abdominal hernias -chronic pain Ensure your work station(area) is set up correctly i.e. 

good desk position, good chair position

(repetitive strain injury RSI,

overuse syndrome OOS).

Completion of 

Task

L Report to authorities/client to sign out.

Computer Programming
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